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Praise for The Truth About Making Smart Decisions " The Truth About Making Smart Decisions offers a truly valuable
and entertaining journey through the complex terrain of decision making. Robert Gunther combines a writer's gift of the
pen with a keen understanding of human nature, drawing upon his own experiences, business anecdotes, and vignettes
from other walks of life. His selection of traps, insights, and truths are edifying as well as amusing, and many readers will
recognize themselves as he exposes our weaknesses, and occasional brilliance, as we carve the trajectory of our life one
decision after the next." Paul J.H. Schoemaker, Ph. D., coauthor of Decision Traps and Winning Decisions "Robert
Gunther crystallizes years of expertise and insight in business writing into a book on probably life's most important
matter: decision making. How do you do it and how do you do it much better? He offers many tools to organize the mind
and maximize your ability to be a leader and money maker." Rick Rickertsen, Managing Partner of Pine Creek Partners
and author of The Buyout Book and Sell Your Business Your Way "We make decision errors predictably, and Robert
Gunther offers fifty ways of taking decisions more intelligently. The Truth About Making Smart Decisions is a concise and
actionable guide for what to consider when facing critical choice points." Michael Useem, Ph. D., Wharton Professor of
Management and author of The Go Point: When It's Time to Decide "If you think decision making is cut and dried, this
book will make you think again. In The Truth About Making Smart Decisions, Robert Gunther offers challenging insights
on how factors from sleep to intuition to emotions to mental models affect the quality of our decisions. He urges readers
to take a broader view and raises issues that anyone should consider in making smarter decisions." Yoram (Jerry) Wind,
Ph. D., The Lauder Professor and Wharton Professor of Marketing, and coauthor of The Power of Impossible Thinking
Everything you need to know to make smarter, better decisions-in business and in life! - The truth about learning from
your mistakes and those of others - The truth about how sleep can help you make better decisions - The truth about the
power of acting decisively This book brings together 50 powerful "truths" about making better decisions: real solutions for
the tough challenges faced by every decision-maker, in business and in life. You'll discover how to systematically ...
Intended to demystify what has historically been a closed-door world, The Recruiting Guide to Investment Banking
provides insights into many of the formal and informal aspects of working on Wall Street. Here are answers to the
questions you were reluctant to ask. From an insider's view of the hiring process and an understanding of life on the job
to an introduction to the technical aspects of investment banking, this book is the equivalent of having an older sibling in
the business.
The information contained in this book will be extremely useful to anyone who is: a) An aspiring entrepreneur, b) A
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current business owner who want to expand a company, c) Currently holding a day job but would like to build additional
wealth by owning businesses on the side, and c) Looking for an alternative to the stock market. Regardless of one's
current financial situation, it is possible to buy one or more businesses using very little or no money when purchasing
those businesses. Experienced entrepreneur, author & business owner shows how in this book.
?????????????????,??,????????,?????????????????????????,?????????????????.
An in-depth look at the strategies, capital structure, and fund raising techniques for emerging growth and middle-market
companies. Here is a comprehensive and practical guide to understanding and applying the basics of corporate finance
to emerging growth and middle-market companies. Using empirical data and actual company cases to illustrate capital
structures and financing approaches, the book provides a detailed discussion of the many funding instruments, from
traditional bank loans and asset-based financing to different types of private equity and other creative solutions; the types
of funding sources and their expected rates of returns; and typical deal terms.
Covers numerous topics in management theories and applications, such as aggregate planning, benchmarking, logistics,
diversification strategy, non-traditional work arrangements, performance measurement, productivity measures, supply
chain management, and much more.
"Successful management buyouts (MBOs) are the pinnacle of business success today and a great way to earn an everincreasing stake in the American dream. Buyout provides managers and executives with the necessary tools and
strategies for leading a company or division buyout. It explores the details of the entire buyout process and empowers
managers to seize their destiny and take charge. Managers learn how to: * Find a company to purchase * Develop a
business plan * Negotiate with the seller * Win the ""ground war"" of due diligence * Find equity partners and negotiate
the management deal with investors * Run the company after the MBO. Buyout offers real-life stories of people who
actually pulled off out-of-this-world deals and became rich beyond their wildest expectations."
????????????????,???????????????????????????
Advani, a former investment banker, has an MBA from The Wharton School The author currently runs corporate finance
training programs at major law firms including White & Case, Sullivan & Cromwell, and Pepper Hamilton & Sheets
Many women have great dreams about owning their own business, yet sadly, it often remains just a dream. The reason?
All too often it's simply lack of confidence and self belief that lets them down and a feeling of being too far removed from
the famous women entrepreneurs of today and unable to compete on that level. In truth though, there are thousands of
women out there who are just like them, but who do own a business and are living their dreams on a scale they choose,
successfully mixing home lives with a business and feeling fulfilled. Making It is a compilation of inspirational women's
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start-up stories that lets you share their accounts of how the businesses came to 'be' as well as the highs and lows that
came along the way. Packed full of hints and tips from the real life experts, this book is guaranteed to inspire anyone
towards achieving their goal, and with the powerful NLP exercises included you'll be able locate your strengths and
weaknesses and build up exactly the right attitude for success.
This updated fifth edition of Encyclopedia of Management covers more than 300 topics in management theories and
applications, written by academics and business professionals. All information has been reviewed and edited by the
esteemed Dr. Marilyn M. Helms, sesquicentennial endowed chair and professor of management at Dalton State College.
Praise for The Truth About Making Smart Decisions “The Truth About Making Smart Decisions offers a truly valuable and
entertaining journey through the complex terrain of decision making. Robert Gunther combines a writer's gift of the pen
with a keen understanding of human nature, drawing upon his own experiences, business anecdotes, and vignettes from
other walks of life. His selection of traps, insights, and truths are edifying as well as amusing, and many readers will
recognize themselves as he exposes our weaknesses, and occasional brilliance, as we carve the trajectory of our life one
decision after the next.” Paul J. H. Schoemaker, Ph.D., coauthor of Decision Traps and Winning Decisions “Robert
Gunther crystallizes years of expertise and insight in business writing into a book on probably life’s most important
matter: decision making. How do you do it and how do you do it much better? He offers many tools to organize the mind
and maximize your ability to be a leader and money maker.” Rick Rickertsen, Managing Partner of Pine Creek Partners
and author of The Buyout Book and Sell Your Business Your Way “We make decision errors predictably, and Robert
Gunther offers fifty ways of taking decisions more intelligently. The Truth About Making Smart Decisions is a concise and
actionable guide for what to consider when facing critical choice points.” Michael Useem, Ph.D., Wharton Professor of
Management and author of The Go Point: When It’s Time to Decide “If you think decision making is cut and dried, this
book will make you think again. In The Truth About Making Smart Decisions, Robert Gunther offers challenging insights
on how factors from sleep to intuition to emotions to mental models affect the quality of our decisions. He urges readers
to take a broader view and raises issues that anyone should consider in making smarter decisions.” Yoram (Jerry) Wind,
Ph.D., The Lauder Professor and Wharton Professor of Marketing, and coauthor of The Power of Impossible Thinking
Everything you need to know to make smarter, better decisions—in business and in life! • The truth about learning from
your mistakes and those of others • The truth about how sleep can help you make better decisions • The truth about the
power of acting decisively This book brings together 50 powerful “truths” about making better decisions: real solutions
for the tough challenges faced by every decision-maker, in business and in life. You'll discover how to systematically
prepare to make better decisions...how to get the right information, without getting buried in useless data...how to
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minimize your risks, and then act decisively...how to handle your emotions...make better group decisions...profit from
mistakes...and a whole lot more. This isn't "someone's opinion": it's a definitive, evidence-based guide to effective
decision-making...a set of bedrock principles you can rely on no matter what kind of decisions you make!
A timely update to the global best-selling book on investment banking and valuation In the constantly evolving world of finance, a
solid technical foundation is an essential tool for success. Due to the fast-paced nature of this world, however, no one was able to
take the time to properly codify its lifeblood—namely, valuation and dealmaking. Rosenbaum and Pearl originally responded to this
need in 2009 by writing the first edition of the book that they wish had existed when they were trying to break into Wall Street.
Investment Banking: Valuation, LBOs, M&A, and IPOs, Third Edition is a highly accessible and authoritative book written by
investment bankers that explains how to perform the valuation work and financial analysis at the core of Wall Street—comparable
companies, precedent transactions, DCF, LBO, M&A analysis . . . and now IPO analytics and valuation. Using a step-by-step, howto approach for each methodology, the authors build a chronological knowledge base and define key terms, financial concepts,
and processes throughout the book. The genesis for the original book stemmed from the authors' personal experiences as
students interviewing for investment banking positions. As they both independently went through the rigorous process, they
realized that their classroom experiences were a step removed from how valuation and financial analysis were performed in realworld situations. Consequently, they created this book to provide a leg up to those individuals seeking or beginning careers on
Wall Street—from students at undergraduate universities and graduate schools to "career changers" looking to break into finance.
Now, over 10 years after the release of the first edition, the book is more relevant and topical than ever. It is used in over 200
universities globally and has become a go-to resource for investment banks, private equity, investment firms, and corporations
undertaking M&A transactions, LBOs, IPOs, restructurings, and investment decisions. As the world of finance adjusts to the new
normal of the post-Great Recession era, it merits revisiting the pillars of the second edition for today's environment. While the
fundamentals haven't changed, the environment must adapt to changing market developments and conditions. As a result,
Rosenbaum and Pearl have updated their widely adopted book accordingly, while adding two new chapters on IPOs.
Describes what it takes to be a successful entrepreneur, whether starting from scratch or buying an existing business, focusing on
the unique experiences of Hispanic Americans through profiles of Latino business owners.
You don't need an MBA to master corporate finance "Finally, the book which may put Harvard Business School out of business. A
must-read for all professionals who seek strong financial expertise."--Rick Rickertsen, Managing Partner, Pine Creek Partners;
author of Buyout "Terrific overview of corporate finance and accounting that even the nonfinancial professional will find useful."
-Ken Glazer, former Senior Competition Counsel, The Coca-Cola Company " The Wall Street MBA distills a broad swath of
corporate finance and financial reporting concepts into a concise, practical, and easily accessible format." -Robert Borghese,
lecturer, The Wharton School; author of M & A from Planning to Integration The Wall Street MBA gives you the tools to: Review
financial statements Analyze earnings Detect fraud Assess stock prices Value companies Determine the cost of capital With brandPage 4/8
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new chapters on currency trading, real estate valuation, and commodities.
You don’t need an MBA to master corporate finance “Finally, the book which may put Harvard Business School out of business. A
must-read for all professionals who seek strong financial expertise.” —Rick Rickertsen, Managing Partner, Pine Creek Partners;
author of Buyout “Terrific overview of corporate finance and accounting that even the nonfinancial professional will find useful.”
—Ken Glazer, former Senior Competition Counsel, The Coca-Cola Company “The Wall Street MBA distills a broad swath of
corporate finance and financial reporting concepts into a concise, practical, and easily accessible format.” —Robert Borghese,
lecturer, The Wharton School; author of M&A from Planning to Integration The Wall Street MBA gives you the tools to: Review
financial statements Analyze earnings Detect fraud Assess stock prices Value companies Determine the cost of capital With brandnew chapters on currency trading, real estate valuation, and commodities
Dr. Donald DePamphilis explains the real-world of mergers, acquisitions, and restructuring based on his academic knowledge and
personal experiences with over 30 such deals himself. The 99 case studies span every industry and countries and regions
worldwide show how deals are done rather than just the theory behind them, including cross-border transactions. The interactive
CD is unique in enabling the user to download and customize content. It includes an Excel-based LBO model and an M&A
Structuring and Valuation Model in which readers can insert their own data and modify the model to structure and value their own
deals. CD also real options applications and projecting growth rates. Student Study Guide on CD contains practice
problems/solutions, powerpoint slides outlining main points of each chapter, and selected case study solutions. An extensive online instructor's manual contains powerpoint slides for lectures following each chapter, detailed syllabi for using the book for both
undergraduate and graduate-level courses, and an exhaustive test bank with over 750 questions and answers (including
true/false, multiple choice, essay questions, and computational problems). * CDROM contains extensive student study guide and
detailed listings of online sources of industry and financial data and models on CDROM * Numerous valuation and other models
on CDROM can be downloaded and customized by readers * Online Instructor's Manual with test bank, extra cases, and other
resources * Over 90 cases
Serving as a general, nontechnical resource for students and academics, these volumes provide an understanding of the
development of business as practiced around the world.
????????????????,??????????,??????????????,???????????????????????
Our goal in publishing this guide is to help aspiring (or existing) business owners to purchase businesses using very little or no
capital. The information contained in this book is the result of years of experience of several people who have bought and sold
many businesses over the course of several years. It teaches the reader practical, step-by-step, proven techniques successfully
used to purchases businesses using with very little or no cash at all.
Investment Banking, UNIVERSITY EDITION is a highly accessible and authoritative book written by investment bankers that
explains how to perform the valuation work at the core of the financial world. This body of work builds on Rosenbaum and Pearl’s
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combined 30+ years of experience on a multitude of transactions, as well as input received from numerous investment bankers,
investment professionals at private equity firms and hedge funds, attorneys, corporate executives, peer authors, and university
professors. This book fills a noticeable gap in contemporary finance literature, which tends to focus on theory rather than practical
application. It focuses on the primary valuation methodologies currently used on Wall Street—comparable companies, precedent
transactions, DCF, and LBO analysis—as well as M&A analysis. The ability to perform these methodologies is especially critical for
those students aspiring to gain full-time positions at investment banks, private equity firms, or hedge funds. This is the book
Rosenbaum and Pearl wish had existed when we were trying to break into Wall Street. Written to reflect today’s dynamic market
conditions, Investment Banking, UNIVERSITY EDITION skillfully: Introduces students to the primary valuation methodologies
currently used on Wall Street Uses a step-by-step how-to approach for each methodology and builds a chronological knowledge
base Defines key terms, financial concepts, and processes throughout Provides a comprehensive overview of the fundamentals of
LBOs and an organized M&A sale process Presents new coverage of M&A buy-side analytical tools—which includes both
qualitative aspects, such as buyer motivations and strategies, along with technical financial and valuation assessment tools
Includes a comprehensive merger consequences analysis, including accretion/(dilution) and balance sheet effects Contains
challenging end-of-chapter questions to reinforce concepts covered A perfect guide for those seeking to learn the fundamentals of
valuation, M&A , and corporate finance used in investment banking and professional investing, this UNIVERSITY EDITION—which
includes an instructor’s companion site—is an essential asset. It provides students with an invaluable education as well as a muchneeded edge for gaining entry to the ultra-competitive world of professional finance.
Traditional Chinese edition of Chiisana osama (Little King). A small King lives in a huge castle with a huge horse, a huge dinning
table and a huge bed. But he is very lonely. One day he married a beautiful princess and he is not lonely any more. The story
conveys the importance of a "family." The book is the 2011 Sankei Children's literature award winner. The author Miura Tarou is a
renowned children's picture book writer and illustrator. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
The explosion in the number, size and complexity of mergers, acquisitions and alliances during the 1990s demonstrates how
ingrained business combinations have become in the global business community.
A brand new collection of state-of-the-art tools for making better business decisions… 4 authoritative books bring together hundreds
of bite-size, easy-to-use techniques for optimizing every business decision, choice, interaction, and negotiation! Your decisions
drive your business performance and determine your career success. Whether you’re collaborating, leading, negotiating, or
persuading, those decisions must be consistently sharp – and this 4 book collection will help you sharpen every decision you
make. Start with Robert Gunther’s The Truth About Making Smart Decisions: 50 powerful bite-size “truths” about making better
real-world decisions when it matters most. Gunther shows how to systematically prepare to make better decisions... get the right
information, without getting buried in useless data... minimize risks and then act decisively... handle emotions... make better group
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decisions... profit from mistakes... and much more. Next, William S. Kane focuses on the decision to change – and to lead change.
In The Truth About Thriving in Change, Kane shares 49 powerful decision-making “truths” about change leadership: which skills
you need most, and how to develop them... how to lead change without eroding commitment or productivity... why you must start
fast, and “run before you walk”... when to persuade, when to educate, and when to “use force”... how to create the right cultural
framework for successful change, and more. Next, Leigh Thompson’s The Truth About Negotiations helps you optimize every
decision associated with successful negotiations. Thompson provides realistic game plans that work in any scenario, showing how
to create win-win deals by leveraging carefully collected information. Learn how to prepare quickly and efficiently… handle
imperfect negotiating situations… establish trust with someone you don’t yet trust… recognize when to walk away. Thompson
guides through planning strategy, identifying your “best alternative to a negotiated agreement,” making the right first offer to
control the process, resolving difficult disputes, and achieving the goals that matter most. Finally, in The Truth About Getting the
Best From People, Second Edition, Martha Finney turns to day-to-day management decision-making, offering 60+ powerful
techniques -- including new ways to persuade, manage virtual teams, overcome unconscious decision-making biases, and
identify/cultivate high performers. These four books offer definitive, evidence-based principles for optimizing your decision-making
throughout your entire management career! From world-renowned decision-making experts Robert E. Gunther, William S. Kane,
Leigh Thompson, and Martha I. Finney
Companies of all sizes have been initiating international transactions--mergers and acquisitions, joint ventures, strategic alliances, and private
placements--in record numbers. Targeted due diligence is crucial to effectively research, value, and complete these complex deals. With an
evolving climate of uncertainty and new, unpredictable threats to business, it is more essential than ever before. Due Diligence for Global
Deal Making is an invaluable guidebook for companies trying to capitalize on the opportunities in both developed and emerging cross-border
markets. All too often global transactions fail to meet the parties' expectations, and the leading culprit is inadequate due diligence. Especially
when the target partner lacks a financial performance track record and significant assets, expanding businesses must answer difficult
questions, such as: Why (if at all) do this deal? What are the rules going in, and what happens if things go wrong? Where are the tax, legal,
financial, and operational traps, and what are the opportunities? This book provides what’s needed to avoid devastating mistakes and to
master the steps that ensure success: Expert analysis, insights, and strategies from experienced practitioners and leading authorities in crossborder matters In-depth coverage of critical topics decision makers need to understand in order to succeed in cross-border transactions--from
corporate planning to operational, financial, legal, tax, accounting, and people/organizational considerations Best practices of corporate
investors and professional advisers in conducting critical due diligence Noted experts discuss critical topics corporate executives--and all
those involved with their company's legal, operational, accounting, and tax matters--need to know to successfully complete complex global
transactions today.
Simply the Best Thinking . . . and Nothing But the Truth *How to systematically prepare to make better, smarter decisions. *How to get the
right information, act decisively, and give yourself the best chance for success. *How to recognize and avoid groupthink, manage your
emotions, overcome bad decisions, and a whole lot more.
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